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Ari
Caissa
Jack
Magnus
Caleb
Lance

Suggested Play Order
Please note: It is not required to play any of the routes in a specific order.

The Gilded Shadows routes are entirely stand alone and there is only a little
story overlap between them - usually in regards to revealing certain parts of
different characters' back stories. Since nearly the entire cast of LIs know
each other or have some sort of background with each other, these overlaps
in backstory sometimes means that some reveals happen across multiple
routes.

However in some routes these reveals are a much more significant element
of the plot, where in another route, the same reveal may be a short aside,
and nothing more.

Because of this, some players may enjoy the game more if they play in an
order that allows those reveals to happen a little at a time or in a specific
way.

This is my personal opinion on the suggested order as the developer,
however I do want to stress that it's not necessary to play the routes in
this order if you really don't want to.

I don't believe the impact of playing in your own order will be so severe that
the game will be somehow "ruined" if you don't follow this suggestion. This is
only for people who would like some guidance on a play order before they
dive in. If that's not you, then feel free to ignore this!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



ARI'S ROUTE



"Push his hands away and get up, anyway. | stubborn"

"I don't dislike it. . . | analytical"

"You can't lose sight of the fact the future always holds unknowns. |
cautious"

"Is your shoulder all right? | affectionate"

"I guess I didn't really think of it that way. | analytical"

Passionate Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending (and most of the endings). The
main goal is to get your score as high as possible and avoid any choices that
lead directly to bad endings. 

Preferred Traits

Cautious | Stubborn | Analytical 
(These are not necessary to get the best ending, but make it easier)

Common Route Choices
"Take a different route altogether. Just in case."

"Thank him."

"Flee the area to a safer place."

"Wait there and say nothing."

Endgame Interlude Choices

"The tall kidnapper."

Ari's Route Choices



"I'll stay and wait a while longer. | cautious"

"Do it again. You will get it right this time. | stubborn"

"Try to talk to her and clear the air. | flexible"

"Agree with Caleb. | analytical"

"Of course it does! | affectionate"

"Accept his help. | analytical"

"Everything I've observed about him is in my report. | analytical"

"Go to him and comfort him. | affectionate"

"I already have something scheduled. | cautious"

"Of course it's okay. | analytical"

"I'm ready. I can do this. | stubborn" 

"Assure him he's not going to lose you. | affectionate"

"It can be hard getting used to sleeping with someone, can't it? |
affectionate"

"I can't sit out every mission I don't like. | analytical"



Sweet Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending. The main thing is to keep your
score below 85% of the total, but above about 60% of the total so you avoid the
bad endings.

Recommended Traits for this playthrough: Confident | Flexible | Emotional

Common Route Choices

Anything BUT: "Take a different route altogether. Just in case."

"Wait there and say nothing."

Endgame Interlude Choices

"The tall kidnapper."

Ari's Route Choices

"Ask him to please let you go. | analytical"

"It kind of makes me uncomfortable. | emotional":

"I'd have to pick the path that saves the most people. | analytical"

"That was a good match - with Caleb, I mean. | analytical":

"I still don't think it's the same. | stubborn":

"Alright, let's go. | confident":

"Try to give it one more shot. | flexible":

"Try to talk to her and clear the air. | flexible":

"Agree with Caleb. | analytical":

"Of course it does! | affectionate":



"Accept his help. | analytical":

"Everything I've observed about him is in my report. | analytical"

"Go to him and comfort him. | affectionate"

"I already have something scheduled. | cautious"

"Think they'd let me go back to bed? | cautious"

"Assure him he's not going to lose you. | affectionate"

I can't sit out every mission I don't like. | analytical"

Bad Ending # 1 "Test Subject"
Like with the other endings, there are multiple paths to this ending. You will get it
as long as you keep your romance score as low as possible.

Required Personality Trait: Stubborn

"Stay where you are for now. | cautious"

"It kind of makes me uncomfortable. | emotional"

"I don't think I could sacrifice people knowingly. | emotional"

"That was a good match - with Caleb, I mean. | analytical"

"I still don't think it's the same. | stubborn"

Ari's Route Choices

Common Route Choices

Anything BUT: "Take a different route altogether. Just in case."

""Wait there and say nothing."

Endgame Interlude Choices

"The tall kidnapper."



""Alright, let's go. | confident"

"Side with Vanessa on this one. | emotional"

"Refuse to be played against another agent like that. | confident"

"Give her some space for now. | cautious":

"Defend Trent. | emotional"

"It bothers me that everyone read it! | neutral"

"Refuse his help. | emotional"

"I don't think he would do it. | emotional"

"Stay where you are. | neutral"

"I think I can manage it. . . | flexible"

"I'm not ready! I'm definitely not ready. | emotional"

"Just hug him tighter. | emotional"

"It would be nice if they'd let me get away with that. | emotional"



CAISSA'S ROUTE



Passionate Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending (and most of the endings). The
main goal is to get your score as high as possible and avoid any choices that
lead directly to bad endings. 

Preferred Traits
Cautious | Flexible | Emotional
(These are not necessary to get the best ending, but make it easier)

Common Route
"I'll come by as planned."

"Apologise to him."

"Flee the area to a safer place."

"Find and Warn Jack."

Crimson Interlude Route

"Stay quiet and let them decide."

Caissa's Route 

"N-N-Not cold. . . | neutral"

"What does that mean? | cautious"

"How the hell do you think I'm doing!? | emotional"

"Go ahead and meet the trainer first. | confident"

"I don't intend to compete with you. | flexible"

"It was nice to see another familiar face. | flexible"

"Wait where you are for Jack to arrive. | cautious"

"Because doing something stupid can get others here hurt too. | emotional"



"What's the rush on all this anyway? | cautious"

"Then how do I adapt? | flexible"

"Go to Veli's side to check on him. | emotional"

"But you don't like that sort of thing, do you? | affectionate"

"Caissa would probably rather do it. | affectionate"

"You don't have a problem getting engaged to me? | affectionate"

"Continue to play along. | affectionate"

"I want to stay. | affectionate"

"Yes. I am. | affectionate"

"I don't intend to. | confident"

"Caissa is not violent. | affectionate"

"Fighting because I choose to is different. | analytical":

"Persuade him. | emotional"

"Let's get to safety first, then try to find him. | affectionate"



Sweet Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending. The main thing is to keep your
score below 85% of the total, but above about 60% of the total so you avoid the
bad endings.

Personality traits: Cautious |Flexible | Emotional

Common Route

"Flee the area to a safer place."

"Find and Warn Jack."

Crimson Interlude Route

"Stay quiet and let them decide."

Caissa's Route 

"N-N-Not cold. . . | neutral"

"What does that mean? | cautious"

"What's really going on here, Jack? | confident"

"Delay the meeting as long as possible and take a tour. |
cautious"

"It was nice to see another familiar face. | flexible"

"Go to your room where you know you'll find someone else
waiting. | analytical"

"What's the rush on all this anyway? | cautious"

"I'll come by as planned."

"Apologise to him."



"Sometimes adaptation feels more like giving up. | stubborn"

"Go to Veli's side to check on him. | emotional"

"But you don't like that sort of thing, do you? | affectionate"

"Sure. I think I'd like to see more of it. | neutral"

"This engagement is fake! That's the issue! | emotional"

"Continue to play along. | affectionate"

"I would need to think about it. | cautious"

"Why are you asking something like this? | cautious"

"I did love him. | affectionate"

"I'm really tired of this kind of thing. . . | stubborn"

"That isn't what happened. | stubborn"

"Fighting because I choose to is different. | analytical"

"Persuade him. | emotional"

"Let's get you to safety first, then try to find him. | affectionate"

Bad Ending #1, "Shattered Court"
Like with the other endings,  there are multiple paths to this ending. You will get
it as long as you keep your romance score as low as possible.

Personality traits: Confident | Stubborn |Analytical 

Common Route

Choose anything BUT: "I'll come by as planned."

"Flee the area to a safer place."
"Find and Warn Jack."



"N-N-Not cold. . . | neutral"

"Is Caissa an Esper as well. . .? | analytical"

"Why did you lie to me? | cautious"

"Delay the meeting as long as possible and take a tour. | cautious"

"I was not happy to see him. | stubborn"

"Take this chance to escape. You won't get another. | confident"

"Veli, can you get off my back!? I'm trying my best. | stubborn"

"Continue to walk in silence. | stubborn"

"I would rather continue to fight.| stubborn"

"Stay by the door and ask them what happened again. | cautious"

Crimson Interlude Route

"Stay quiet and let them decide."

Caissa's Route 

Create Save 1

"And that's what I'm a part of now." | stubborn

"Sure. I think I'd like to see more of it. |neutral"

"I'm not getting engaged to Crimson's heir! |stubborn"

"Push him gently away. | cautious"

"It's not a choice for me to make, is it? | stubborn"

"I do care about him. I don't know if it's love. | neutral"



Bad Ending #2, "Collapse"
This bad ending is a little trickier to get since you have to keep your score above
55% until you pass the other bad ending. But it also has to stay low enough you
don't trigger the good ending. There is a pretty small threshold of scoring that
opens this bad ending.

Personality traits: Confident | Stubborn |Emotional 

Caissa's Route 

"N-N-Not cold. . . | neutral"

"What does that mean? | cautious"

"What's really going on here, Jack? | confident"

"Go ahead and meet the trainer first. | confident"

"Sounds like you're the one who's afraid I'm your replacement. | confident"

"I was not happy to see him. | stubborn"

"I'm really tired of this kind of thing. . . | stubborn"

"What you say isn't entirely false. . . | analytical"

"That's right. | stubborn"

"Take this chance to explore. You won't get another. | confident"

"What's the rush on all this anyway? | cautious"

"Try to strike up a conversation with Carrie. | flexible"

"Sometimes adaptation feels more like giving up. | stubborn"

"Go to Veli's side to check on him. | emotional"



"But you don't like that sort of thing, do you? | affectionate"

"Caissa would probably rather do it. | affectionate"

"This engagement is fake! That's the issue! | emotional"

"Continue to play along. | affectionate"

"I would need to think about it. | cautious"

"I do care about him. I don't know if it's love. | neutral"

"I don't intend to. | confident"

"That isn't what happened. | stubborn"

"That's right. | stubborn"

"Threaten him. | confident"

"This isn't the time to think about revenge, Caissa. | neutral"



CALEB'S ROUTE



Passionate Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending (and most of the endings). The
main goal is to get your score as high as possible and avoid any choices that
lead directly to bad endings. 

Preferred Traits: Confident | Stubborn |Analytical
(These are not necessary to get the best ending, but make it easier)

Common Route

Squeeze past the crowd as quickly as possible."

"I need to go home."

"Flee the area to a safer place."

"Wait there and say nothing."

Endgame Interlude

"The grumpy kidnapper."

Caleb's Route

"Stay where you are."
-or-
"I stayed where I was."
(this will differ based on whether you are playing as confident or cautious)

"I probably would have, yes. | stubborn"

"What's it really like here, Van? | analytical"

"I accept your apology. | affectionate"

"Enjoying the book? | confident"

"Do you want me to be totally honest? | stubborn"

"Go for a walk outside. | confident"



"Help her. | confident"

"You don't need a reason to care about someone. | affectionate"

"Didn't break in this time? What a surprise. | affectionate"

"This isn't really why we're here, is it? | analytical"

"Throw a punch. | stubborn"

"Reach over and take his hands. | affectionate"

"I never thought I'd date a kidnapper. . . | affectionate"

"Pull back right away. | cautious"

"Delphine didn't seem so bad. | neutral"

"Kiss him. | confident"

"Aren't you being a little too obvious? | analytical"



Sweet Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending. The main thing is to keep your
score below 85% of the total, but above about 60% of the total so you avoid the
bad endings.

Personality Traits: Cautious | Flexible | Emotional

Common Route

Anything BUT: Squeeze past the crowd as quickly as possible."

"Flee the area to a safer place."

"Wait there and say nothing."

Endgame Interlude

"The grumpy kidnapper."

Caleb's Route

"Stay where you are."

"Thinking about 'ifs' is pointless at this stage. | analytical"

"What's it really like here, Van? | analytical"

"Thank you. | analytical"

"Excuse me? What are you doing here? | emotional"

"I'm adjusting. | analytical"

"Oh? Tell me about these rumours. | confident"

"Help her. | confident"



"Let him finish first. | cautious"

Create Save 1

"Pull back right away. | cautious"

"Delphine didn't seem so bad. | neutral"

"How can you possibly do that? | cautious"

Create Save 2

"Wait and see what happens. | cautious"

"That goes for you as well, doesn't it? | stubborn"

"Is it time to leave now? | neutral"

"I did choose this. . .more or less. | neutral"

"Turn away from him. | analytical"

Bad Ending # 2, "Triune"

Bad Ending # 1, "Derailed"
Load Save 1

"Look closer and try to see who it is. | confident"

Load Save 2

"Save the man, and shut down the relic. | confident":



JACK'S ROUTE



Passionate Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending (and most of the endings). The
main goal is to get your score as high as possible and avoid any choices that
lead directly to bad endings. 

Preferred Traits: Confident | Stubborn | Emotional
(These are not necessary to get the best ending, but make it easier)

"Join the crowd to see what's going on. | neutral"

"Keep the observation about his accent to yourself. |
cautious"

"Flee the area to a safer place."

"Ask who's there."

"Reason with him."

"Find Jack and warn him."

Crimson Interlude

"I want to go with Jack. | neutral"

Jack's Route

"Being able to destroy things isn't incredible. | emotional"

Common Route

"Tell him you've never seen the stars before. | emotional

"Take a closer look. | confident"

"Tease him a little. | affectionate"

"Try to reassure him and tell him you're glad to see him. | confident"



"I just meant I have a different perspective. | emotional"

"Calm him down and change the subject. | emotional"

"That's it! I could heal Jack with psi. | confident"

"Maybe if he'd been less cautious, you wouldn't have got hurt. | emotional"

"An important person to me. | affectionate"

"I'm not someone who can stop herself from caring about people here. |
affectionate"

"I'm sorry for scaring you. | affectionate"

"Go check Sylvia's journal instead. | emotional"

"Maybe not, but I understand how he must feel. | emotional"

"Tackle him. | confident"

"Follow him. | affectionate"

"Someone had to do something. | confident"

"Why don't you try me then? I might surprise you. | emotional"

"The other queen rank here is the bigger threat. | confident"



Sweet Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending. The main thing is to keep your
score below 85% of the total, but above about 60% of the total so you avoid the
bad endings.

Personality Traits: Cautious | Flexible | Analytical

Common Route

 Anything BUT: "Join the crowd to see what's going on. | neutral"

"Ask who's there. | analytical":

"Reason with him. | emotional"

"Find Jack and warn him. | neutral

Crimson Interlude

"I want to go with Jack. | neutral"

Jack's Route

"Tell me more about where I am exactly. | flexible"

"Tell him to stop laughing. | confident"

"It's unpleasant seeing it so overtly. | stubborn"

"Return upstairs for now. | cautious"

"Change the subject. | cautious"

"Give him some space and say nothing. | cautious"

"But I am still an outsider, Jack. | analytical"



Create Save 1

"Let him keep talking for now. | analytical"

"He needs a hospital! | cautious"

"Maybe you should be more cautious too. | cautious"

"He's the only person I really know here. | analytical"

"I needed a distraction. | analytical"

"I guess you know how I feel now. | stubborn"

"Go check Sylvia's journal instead. | emotional"

"If we had been more careful, he wouldn't have to rampage. | analytical"

"Block his path and contact Carrie for help. | stubborn"

"Let him go. | analytical"

"I am not being cocky! | stubborn"

"You only made us hate you. | stubborn"

"You made us into your enemies first. | cautious"

"If I go with you, you'll leave everyone else alone? | cautious"

Create Save 2



Bad Ending #1, "The Merging "
Load Save 1

"Search around with your abilities. | stubborn"

Bad Ending #2, "Castaway"

"Gently try to talk him down. | flexible"

Load Save 2

Bad Ending #3, "Capture the Queen"
For this ending, once you get into Jack's route you can make whatever choices
you want until you get to the two choices listed.

The primary focus of this ending is whether or not Rory is at the Court.

"Fight to get away. | confident"

"Find Jack and warn him. | neutral"

Crimson Interlude

"I want to go with Jack. | neutral"

Jack's Route

"You only made us hate you. | stubborn"

"You made us into your enemies first. | cautious"

Common Route

 Anything BUT: "Join the crowd to see what's going on. | neutral"

"Run back the way you came. | cautious"



LANCE'S ROUTE



Passionate Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending (and most of the endings). The
main goal is to get your score as high as possible and avoid any choices that
lead directly to bad endings. 

Preferred Traits: Confident | Flexible | Analytical
(These are not necessary to get the best ending, but make it easier)

Common Route

"Go out through the front to Jack's car.

Lance's Route

"Try to get up and see where you are. | confident"

"Accept. | confident"

"It's just so beautiful. | flexible"

"Point out that he's human too. | analytical"

"Are you offering to let me stay here if I don't go back? | flexible"

"I have a lot of brothers. Sometimes these things happen. | analytical"

"I don't know about that. | analytical"

"Hug him. | affectionate"

"I love it. | flexible"

"Sometimes it amazes me to think about the things you've seen. | confident"

"Of course I do. Don't you? | confident"

"No, of course not. | flexible"

"Teleport yourself to the top of the rocks | confident"



"How are you doing? | affectionate"

"What are our options? | confident"

"Wait until Morning and talk to Lance. | flexible"

"I think it's others that complicate things - not you. | affectionate"

"I don't mind walking. | flexible"

"Yes. I am. | affectionate"

"What kind of time frame are we dealing with? | analytical"

"Teleport yourself and Lance out of sight. | analytical"



Sweet Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending. The main thing is to keep your
score below 85% of the total, but above about 60% of the total so you avoid the
bad endings.

Personality Traits: Cautious | Stubborn | Emotional

Common Route

"Go out through the front to Jack's car.

Lance's Route

"Stay in bed. | cautious"

"Decline. | cautious"

"Ask if you can talk to him about something. | cautious"

"How much do these 'reverse nets' lower the odds of me being found? |
cautious"

"I guess I'll have to take your word for that. | cautious"

"But you changed my clothes already, didn't you? | flexible"

"Maybe you're right. | cautious"

"Take his hands. | cautious"

"I'm going to miss it here. | stubborn"

"War is always like that, I guess. | emotional"

"Well, it would be nice if it were true, anyway. | emotional"

"I suppose I want some recognition, yes. | stubborn"

"Decide it's too risky | cautious"



"All right. I'll let you drive me. | analytical"

"Hesitate. . . | cautious"

"How are the others holding up? | neutral"

"This is all my fault. | emotional"

Create Save 1

"Get up for a glass of water to think about it. | neutral"

"Is it possible to just move the mainframe or hide it better? | analytical"

"At this point, is their intent to kill or apprehend me? | cautious"

"Teleport yourself and Lance out of sight. | analytical"

Load Save 1

"Do it. Turn yourself in. | emotional"

Bad Ending #1, "Dream is Gone"
The necessary choice to make to get this ending will not appear if you have more
than 15 total affection points with Lance. If you never see this option in the game
it's because your affection was too high.



MAGNUS' ROUTE



Passionate Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending (and most of the endings). The
main goal is to get your score as high as possible and avoid any choices that
lead directly to bad endings. 

Preferred Traits: Confident | Flexible | Emotional
(These are not necessary to get the best ending, but make it easier)

Common Route

"I'm really sorry, but I actually am busy right now. | neutral"

"Ask the man if he's okay. | emotional"

Endgame Interlude

"Flee the area to a safer place."

"Wait there and say nothing."

"That blond guy from before. | neutral"

Magnus' Route

 ". . .Emyr? | neutral"
*NOTE: You must have chosen to meet Magnus in the common route or this choice will
not appear.

"I guess I was afraid. | emotional"

"So the two of you work directly under Magnus? | flexible"

"Ask if he needs a hand. | confident"

"If that strategy doesn't work, I'll find another. | flexible"



"Are you telling me to be careful? | flexible"

"No, it didn't. | confident"

"Accept the treatment. | flexible"

"Work on a letter of formal complaint. | confident

"Hug him. | affectionate"

"Step around the others and talk to her. | confident"

"Tell him you don't know. | flexible"

"Go ahead and knock. | confident"

"Restless isn't the right word. | flexible"

"Thank you for deactivating them. | flexible"

"Join him. | affectionate"

"Weeeell, I'm not opposed to it. | flexible"

"Help Vanessa. | confident"

"Finding him is the most important thing right now. | confident"

"I don't think that's true. | affectionate"

"All right. But go where?? | flexible"

"Will you tell me about the storm you witnessed before? | affectionate"

"I'm not hurt. Just. . .confused, I guess. | flexible"



Sweet Ending
There are numerous ways to get to this ending. The main thing is to keep your
score below 85% of the total, but above about 60% of the total so you avoid the
bad endings.

Personality Traits: Cautious | Stubborn | Analytical

Common Route

Anything BUT: "I'm really sorry, but I actually am busy right now"

Endgame Interlude

"Flee the area to a safer place."

"Wait there and say nothing."

"That blond guy from before. | neutral"

Magnus' Route

"What is this about me breaking your glasses? | neutral"

"I guess I was afraid. | emotional"

"So the two of you work directly under Magnus? | flexible"

"Ask if he needs a hand. | confident"

"If that strategy doesn't work, I'll find another. | flexible"

"Wait a little longer. | flexible"

"Restless isn't the right word. | flexible"

"Thank you for deactivating them. | flexible"

"Leave him alone. | analytical"



"Why are you telling me this? | confident"

"No, it didn't. | confident"

"Refuse the treatment. | stubborn"

"Leave it alone. It's not worth it. | cautious"

"Hug him. | affectionate"

"Move to Ari's side but say nothing to her. | flexible"

"Tell him you don't know. | flexible"

"Go to Ari like Caleb told you. | cautious"

"Maybe he was thrown away first. | emotional"

"Won't that make things worse?? | cautious"
Or
"Not until you explain what's going on." 

"Will you tell me what is going on with Lethe now? | analytical"

"Finding him is the most important thing right now. | confident"

Create Save 1

Bad Ending # 1, ""
"I'm sorry, but who are you again? | neutral"

"I was being selfish. | cautious"

"You mentioned the Queen's Guard is 'in the field?' | cautious"

"Ask if he is wearing his psi inhibitor. | analytical"



"I hope they're not dumb enough to think that will work. | confident"

"Go back for now." 

"Of course I am. | stubborn"

"How do they justify that!? | emotional"

"Leave him alone. | analytical"

". . .Goodnight, Magnus. | stubborn"

"What happened to her? | cautious"

"When have you people ever confirmed anything with me?? | stubborn"

"Refuse the Treatment:

(The next choice shouldn't matter; choose whatever you want)

Bad Ending # 2, ""
"What is this about me breaking your glasses? | neutral"

"I guess I was afraid. | emotional"

"So the two of you work directly under Magnus? | flexible"

"Ask if he needs a hand. | confident"

"If that strategy doesn't work, I'll find another. | flexible"

"Wait a little longer. | flexible"

"Restless isn't the right word. | flexible"



"Thank you for deactivating them. | flexible"

"Leave him alone. | analytical"

". . .Anyway. Did you want to join me? | affectionate"

"Why are you telling me this? | confident"

"No, it didn't. | confident"

"Refuse the treatment. | stubborn"

"Try to reactivate your system on principle."

"That wasn't the case for you, was it? | analytical"

"Stay behind them and let them handle it. | cautious"

"Tell him the truth. | cautious"

 "Go to Ari like Caleb told you. | cautious"

"Well, you know him better than I do. . . | cautious"

"Not until you explain what's going on. | analytical"

Bad Ending # 3, ""
Load Save1

"Wait for him a little while before doing anything. | cautious"


